T3 . PROFESSIONAL BATTING TEE

MODEL: WTATT3000

BASE VIEW

ASSEMBLED VIEW

PARTS
FRAME

A - Cone
B - Shrink Tube
C - Stem Top Tier - Composite
D - O Ring
E - Stem Middle Tier - Aluminum
F - Stem Bottom Tier - Aluminum
G - Base
H - Stem Receptacle
I - Expansion Plug
J - T Screw
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GENERAL CARE
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UNDER BASE VIEW
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+ To clean, wipe stem with mild detergent soap mixed with water, use
clean towel to dry.
+ Do not add additional lubricant to tee stem pieces.
+ Do not over tighten T Screw, a snug fit is sufficient
+ When not in use, store in cool, dry environment.
+ If needed, a 10 pound (lbs) weight can be placed on the tee base to
increase stabilization during use.

WARRANTY

Your T3 comes with a 1-year Limited Warranty.
Under normal use and care ATEC guarantees, to the original owner, the T3
to be free from defects in materials and workmanship.
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During this period ATEC will repair or replace with new or refurbished
components, at ATEC’s sole discretion, any component found to be
defective without cost to the owner, provided the defective product is
returned to the factory at the owners expense. Proof of purchase may be
required by ATEC to approve certain warranty claims.

QUESTIONS?

ATEC Customer Service
(p) 1.800.755.5100
(e) askatec@atecsports.com

T3
. PROFESSIONAL BATTING TEE
TAKE DOWN

QUICK START

STEP 3:

SET UP

STEP 1:

x4

Place the Stem (F)
completely over the
Expansion Plug (I)
located on the Base (G).
x4
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Turn the T-Screw counterclockwise four full rotations
to loosen stem. DO NOT
completely remove/unscrew
the T-Screw, as this is not
necessary.
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Stand on the Base and
Lift up on the Stem to
separate the Stem from
the Base.

STEP 4:

While holding the stem
over the expansion plug,
turn the T-Screw (J)
clockwise to secure stem
to base (Four clockwise
rotations).
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STEP 2:
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